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Political Spoils Are Abounding In Santa
Barbara
P

olitical patronage is defined as the practice of dispensing government resources as
a reward for political and electoral support. State resources can include lucrative public
sector contracts or a prestigious role in the civil service. In other words, politicians buy
off people who can cause them trouble, while they pay off those who can do them favors!
Whereas there has always been a democratic/progressive political machine firmly in
control of local politics, the control was for the most part ideological, with a specific emphasis on anti-growth measures which relied on and served overwrought environmental concerns. Having said that, I have observed several examples of political patronage. The most routine and obvious, which goes on to this day, has to do with campaign managers getting cushy government jobs as a reward for serving the political
interests of the elected they work for, rather than the general interests of the public.
Another longstanding tradition of patronage arises in the case of public unions, such as
the Service Employees International Union, which represents most county employees. They have donated hundreds of thousands of dollars per election cycle to county
supervisor races. In return, the cost of salaries and benefits, including retirement
costs, continue to skyrocket. It is a very comfortable relationship among mutual backscratchers; “Keep me elected and I will keep you gainfully employed”. For instance,
during the covid shutdown, we believe not one single county employee was laid off
having been deemed “non-essential”.
Recently, instances of political patronage have skyrocketed. The biggest example is
what is called Project Labor Agreements or Community Workforce Agreements. It is
no secret that nearly 100% of union campaign contributions go to democrats, and democrats are in control of most unions. Both the county of Santa Barbara, and the cities
of Goleta and Santa Barbara, are creating a scheme by which union contractors alone
will be able to secure lucrative government construction contracts, thereby eliminating
85% of the local workforce (that is non-union), from working on taxpayer-funded projects that could be worth hundreds of millions of dollars in total.
Now, in addition, your county supervisors have handed out $250,000 in patronage
monies to several non-profits, including $100,000 to an adjunct organization of the
Black Lives Matter movement known as Healing Justice Santa Barbara. The vote was
unanimous. I suggested instead, to no avail, that the supervisors should personally
sponsor a private fundraiser for these organizations to raise money from the
community rather than using taxpayer dollars.
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California Has Become A Criminal’s Paradise
By Andy Caldwell

I

witnessed a crime at the corner of Anapamu and
Anacapa Streets in Santa Barbara and you were the
victim. The crime was both observed, and dare I say,
countenanced during a meeting of the County Board
of Supervisors.
In case you haven’t noticed, the number of shootings,
stabbings, and murders, not to mention rampant
thefts, have become routine fare throughout the county, with a special preponderance in the crime-ridden
communities of Lompoc and Santa Maria. County
District Attorney, Joyce Dudley, who has announced
her retirement subsequent to our county supervisors
toying with the “defund the police movement”, informed the board members that Santa Barbara County has 3,000 outstanding warrants! Read that again!

Except for violent felons and a few other “non-violent”
felons, too many criminals, upon arrest, receive either
a measly citation, are diverted from the justice system, or booked and released on zero bail. Subsequently, they are not showing up for their court hearings. They have lost all respect, read that fear, of our
legal system.
The Probation Department reported that the number
of juveniles on probation is 185, down from 403 in
2019-20. Accordingly, the department will close the
Las Prieto’s Boys camp, an institution that has proven
successful in helping hard-core gang members turn
their life around. Why this decrease when crime rates
are rising?
Too many of these juvenile delinquents are being diverted into failed counseling regimens, as are many
adult criminals. The department is expecting 2,000
adult probationers this year, down from 3,598 in 201920. Moreover, California has limited the amount of
time a convicted criminal can be on probation, from 5
years to 2 years for so called non-violent felonies. Meanwhile the state of CA is emptying prisons
and closing our state juvenile detention facilities that
held hard-core criminals and returning these people to
local jails and juvenile halls.
Do recall that voters were duped to lower many felonies to misdemeanors and a lot of misdemeanors to
infractions via Propositions 47 (The Release the
Shoplifters Act!) and 57 (The Violence, What Violence
Act?). Whereas retail theft is now a daily occurrence
for most businesses as a result of Prop. 47, a slew of

crimes deemed “non-violent” felonies both before and
after the fact by Proposition 57, enabled a slew of truly violent criminals to be eligible for early release from
our state prisons.
How many of you would agree the following crimes
(Penal Code Titles courtesy Marc Klass) should be
considered “non-violent”? Lewd or Lascivious Act on
Child Age 14 or 15 Where the Perpetrator is at Least
10 Years Older; Contacting a Minor With Intent to
Commit to a Specified Offense Such as Kidnaping,
Sexual Assault Physical Abuse, or Distribution of Obscene Matter; Arranging a Meeting With a Minor For
Lewd Purposes, Where the Defendant Has a Prior
Conviction for an Offense Requiring Registration as a
Sex Offender Or, Arranging a Meeting With a Minor
for Lewd Purposes and Actually Going to the Meeting
Place at the Arranged Time; Rape of a Person Incapable of Giving Legal Consent; Rape By an Intoxicating, Anesthetic, or Controlled Substance; Rape of an
Unconscious Person; Assault by Means of Force Likely to Produce Great Bodily Injury; Assault with a
Deadly Weapon; Taking a Hostage; Any Felony in
Which a Defendant Personally Uses a Dangerous or
Deadly Weapon, or Personally Uses a Firearm, or
Personally Inflicts Great Bodily Injury; Hit & Run Resulting in Death or Permanent, Serious Injury; Domestic Violence Resulting in a Traumatic Condition; Supplying, Selling, or Giving a Firearm to a Person to
Commit a Gang Crime, and the Person Commits the
Gang Crime and is Convicted of It; Human Trafficking.
As our county supervisors would say, “nothing to see
here folks, move along”.
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CA Legislature Ignoring Environmental Laws in State
Capitol Renovation and Historic Tree Removal
By Katy Grimes

Lawmakers don’t like living under the
laws they impose on everyone else
In September 2020, while the state was still suffering
under Gov. Gavin Newsom’s oppressive COVID restrictions of lockdowns, and business and school closures, the Joint Legislative Committee on Rules held
a hearing on the plans for the $1.2 billion renovation
of the State Capitol while ignoring actual state business urgencies.
Assemblyman Kevin Kiley (R-Granite Bay) told the
Globe, “The issues we should be holding hearings on
aren’t happening. But the Legislature can spruce up
its own digs.”
The State Capitol Annex Project entails a great deal,
and it should for $1.2 billion. According to California
Environmental Quality Act (CEQA):
“The project would demolish and reconstruct
the existing 325,000 square foot existing Capitol Annex building with a new approximately
525,000 square foot building. The project
would address numerous deficiencies in the
existing building, including: life safety/building
code deficiencies, non-compliance with Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) standards,
overcrowding, aging and failing infrastructure,
and insufficient public and working space. A
new underground visitors/welcome center
would be located between 10th Street and the
west steps of the Capitol. Existing basement
parking under the Annex would be abandoned
and replaced with new underground parking
(approx. 200 spaces) on the south side of the
Capitol.”
In a Globe interview, according to Paula Peper, a now
-retired Urban Ecologist for the U.S. Forest Service,
and appointed member of the Historic State Capitol
Commission, there are 860 trees with 210 different
types of species in the the California State Capitol Nationally Registered Historic Park. First plantings began
in 1874 and continue through to today.
That underground parking is sacrificing 150 to 180
trees surrounding the Capitol, including two huge
Southern Magnolia trees with circumferences of 61″
and 31″ each. Peper says trees of that size and maturity cannot be transplanted. And the cost to even try

is at $100,000 each.
Peper, a nationally recognized, award-winning ecologist, tree expert, historian, author, and urban forest
researcher, was a member of the Historic State Capitol Commission for many years, appointed by Sen.
Toni Atkins (D-San Diego). The commission is required to inform the Joint Rules Committee about anything to do with the Capitol grounds and building. “But
we were unable to inform the Legislature,” Peper said
of their many concerns about removing so many historic trees on the Capitol grounds, especially after losing 10% of the Capitol Park trees in the drought ending in 2014.
“People from the Capitol who came to our public
meetings were all under non-disclosure agreements.”
She said as the process kept going, the commission
was statutorily unable to talk to the public about the
destruction the Capitol Annex project would cause the
grounds.
(Continued on page 16)
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The Most Eloquent Preacher Of All
By Andy Caldwell

Christians today are celebrating Easter Sunday, the
day that Jesus Christ rose from the dead, after giving
his life as a sacrifice for the sins of mankind. Jesus
was God’s innocent sacrificial Passover lamb who
took the sins of the world on his shoulders as he went
to the cross. As John 3:16 says, “God so loved the
world that he gave his only begotten son, that whoever believes in him should not perish but have eternal
life”.
British pastor John Stuart Holden wrote the following
during World War One, “We sometimes forget that the
mere fact of death has brought a richness into life
which it could not else have. It is, for instance, the
certainty of death which takes the littleness out of life
and invests it with seriousness. The elaborate emptiness, the complicated triviality, and the carefully
planned nonsense which go to the make-up of life for
so many, are all revealed in their worthlessness when
death intrudes upon any circle in earth’s fellowship of
frivolity. It is then that those who are left are ready to
listen to the voice of the most eloquent preacher of all,
and under his warning to set themselves toward the
Life that is life indeed. And it is the enforced recognition of death which energizes men to worthy activities.”
Holden continues, “Death helps, like nothing else
does, toward concentration upon the present duty of
living worthily. And it is the sureness of death which
puts passion into human love. For it deepens all our
relationships, and clothes our friendships with a significance which they could never otherwise wear. It
gives eyes to our affections and acts as an inspiration
to the duties of sympathy and consideration. Hearts
are bound closely together when they share the certain knowledge that one day they must be separated
far beyond sound of voice and touch of hand. Yes,
death has a real mission in making life more fruitful. It
gives a value to the present which is beyond all
count.”
Finally, Holden states, “Christ transformed his people’s outlook on death. After death’s reign was defeated, death became but a door into a larger and surer kingdom, a door whose keys the Son of Man wears

at his girdle. The act of dying came to be regarded as
the mere casting off of a ship’s moorings. Men were
(Continued on page 15)
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Beware Of Price Controls
By Steven Greenhut

T

o America’s progressive politicians, the solution
to rapidly escalating inflation is remarkably simple.
“We” simply need to cap the cost of all the important
stuff that people buy. As U.S. Rep. Shontel Brown, DOhio, argued in terms echoed by myriad other lawmakers: “No person should have to choose between
paying rent or buying the insulin. And no person
should be forced to skip or ration doses.”
Brown and 231 other House members recently voted
to cap the cost of insulin at $35 a month. No one
should have to choose between the rent and groceries, either, nor should they choose between their other medications and their utility bills. Nor should they
have to choose between putting gas in their cars and
paying for their Netflix subscription. Why should anyone have to make budgetary choices?

If capping insulin costs at 35 bucks a month — and
why not lower? — is the right course, then “we” can
just decide through the legislative process the right
price for everything from frozen vegetables to allwheel-drive SUVs. These proposals ignore the importance of price signals, which allocate items based
on people’s willingness to pay for them. We can allocate goods and services by price — or by rationing.
Pick your preference.
With gas prices hitting painful levels, some policy
makers are once again calling for governmentimposed caps on gasoline. “When the federal government restricted gasoline price increases in the 1970s,
long lines formed at gas stations and only those motorists who waited long hours in line received the
scarce gasoline,” according to the libertarian Cato Institute. We’re reliving Jimmy Carter-era inflation, but
must we also relive Nixon-era price controls?
Advocates for such controls like to start with relatively
small intrusions that rarely garner much attention. For
instance, a bipartisan group of U.S. senators is pushing to expand the 2010 Durbin amendment, which
capped the interchange fees for retail transactions
that use debit cards. With soaring retail costs, Durbin
is spearheading an effort to expand those caps to
credit cards.
Credit-card companies currently are mulling a fee
hike, so Durbin complains that this is “the last thing
American families deserve right now” as they face in-
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flation. As the Wall Street Journal noted, these fees
aren’t paid directly by consumers but by retailers, who
are — big surprise here — lobbying the government
to provide them with more favorable terms.
“The cost to merchants of taking payment on debit
cards declined by more than $7 billion annually as a
result of the Durbin Amendment to the Dodd-Frank
Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act of
2010, while the effective cost to issuers of providing
debit card services to consumers increased by a corresponding amount,” according to the University of
Chicago Law School.
“We find that consumers lost more on the bank side
than they gained on the merchant side. Our estimate
is that, based on the expectations of investors, the
present discounted value of the losses for consumers
as a result of the implementation of the Durbin
Amendment is between $22 and $25 billion,” the researchers added. As always, price controls simply
distort the marketplace and create a bevy of unintended consequences.
(Continued on page 12)
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Doubling Down On Obtuse Abject Failure
By Andy Caldwell

L

et’s discuss the phenomenally fruitless efforts by
county (and state) government to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions by way of spending inordinate amounts
of time and energy, along with stupendous amounts of
your money.
Santa Barbara County set a goal in 2015 to reduce its
emissions 15% (below 2007 levels) by 2020 via their
Energy & Climate Action Plan. However, instead of
reducing emissions by 15%, county emissions actually increased 14%, meaning they were off target by
29%, on their way to spending well over a quarter of a
billion dollars (that amount is just for one of their
measures- the plant that converts trash to energy and
compost). Considering this failure, the county is now
abandoning the 2007 emission metric!

Moreover, county supervisors have determined that
“measures with an educational/outreach component
driven by voluntary participation limit achievement potential. Voluntary measures must be complemented
with regulatory or administrative mechanisms (read
that mandate) to assure a target is achieved”. Translation? The supervisors are abandoning the concept
of consent of the governed because the public is not
following their lead. That reminds me of the saying, a
leader with no one following them is just a person on
a walk!
The fact here is that every resident is free to go all
electric in their house, to install solar panels at very
low cost, and to purchase either an all-electric vehicle
or a hybrid vehicle. But politicians and activists have
not been able to convince the public to do so voluntarily, so now they want to impose mandates! That
alone is an admission that the rhetoric about the earth
going into meltdown mode in the next 8 years is neither convincing nor fooling anyone, except the climate
action cottage industry that has been making bank on
all the same for the past 30 years.
The new number one goal of the climate action
plan? Restrict natural gas hookups in new construction. The big problem here, besides the fact that natural gas is preferred by the public and cheaper than
electricity, is that we don’t have enough electricity to
go all electric with respect to home energy use or in
the transportation sector. In fact, California imports
more electricity than any other state in the union, a
whopping 25% of what we consume. Moreover,
things are going to get a lot worse when Diablo

Canyon shuts down. With the closure of Diablo and
San Onofre nuclear power plants, California will have
lost a whopping 20% of its base load production of
electricity, which by the way, was greenhouse gas
free! Hence, putting all our eggs in this one basket is
a recipe for routine blackouts!
Another whopping failure? Public transit. Despite all
the shaming and cajoling, not to mention the tens of
millions of dollars spent on buses, rail, etc., the number of people using public transit has plummeted by a
whopping 30% in general, and by 70% via the Clean
Air Express and Coast Express services.
Moreover, the county concedes adoption of electric
vehicles has barely reached 1% of all passenger vehicles. Even if electric vehicles constituted 15% of all
vehicles (matching the State’s 2025 goal to reach
15% of sales), the resulting emissions reduction
would be less than 2%. What is not included in the
analysis? More electric vehicles are purchased in
California than in any other state (40% of the total) but
they are only driven an average of 5,000 miles per
year meaning they are not the primary vehicle of the
household! Talk about fool’s gold!
How many billions of taxpayer monies will climate activist politicians continue to spend before they realize
people don’t want what they are selling, er, read that,
mandating? And more importantly, that what they are
doing isn’t working!
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Finally, Someone Who Dares To Sue Public Universities
By Rachel Alexander

Suing your beloved alma mater is never easy, but
that's exactly what Arizona Attorney General Mark
Brnovich did when he saw Arizona State University
abusing its tax-exempt status to let big business avoid
paying taxes. With this sleazy tactic, many universities
across the country are actually becoming the largest
real estate developers in their states. Brnovich also
sued the Arizona Board of Regents for increasing tuition by an astronomical 300% within a few years and
offering illegal immigrants in-state tuition that was lower than what American citizens attending the school
from out-of-state paid. He won the latter part of that
lawsuit.
So what did ASU and the Arizona Board of Regents
do in response? They filed a 200+ page bar complaint
against him. Since the left dominates many state bars,
it is now weaponizing them to take down conservative
lawyers. This way, they don’t even have to bother presenting their case to a jury and proving guilt beyond a
reasonable doubt; just immediately threaten the person's livelihood under whatever amorphous system
they have handy, tarnishing their honorable reputation
and obstructing their accomplishment of anything
else.
Represented by two of the biggest, most powerful law
firms in the state, Perkins Coie and Snell & Wilmer,
whose attorneys are very connected with the state bar
and judges, ASU got some lower court judges to
throw his lawsuit out. It was easy; the trial court judge
was appointed to the bench by then-Gov. Janet Napolitano. His son was on a full scholarship to the University of Arizona, so obviously the last thing he wanted
to do was rule against Arizona’s public university system.
However, the bogus bar complaint didn’t work because it was so bad that even the corrupt, left-wing
Arizona Bar dismissed it. And the Arizona Supreme
Court overturned the lower court decisions and remanded the lawsuit back to the trial court.
Taxpayers unknowingly funded the sleazy bar complaint. One of the regents who filed the bar complaint,
Karrin Taylor-Robson, is running for governor as a
Republican, but most conservatives don’t appreciate
that and her ties to ASU, so Trump-endorsed Kari
Lake is trouncing her and the rest of the competition.
Gov. Doug Ducey, who’s been problematic for conservatives, opposed Brnovich on his tuition lawsuit

against ASU.
Brnovich ultimately lost half of the tuition lawsuit,
when the judge ruled that he didn’t have standing —
a typical, often bogus way to discard a lawsuit without having to consider the merits. That judge is
married to a man who works at ASU, and their child
received a college scholarship to ASU. Of course,
the MSM never bothered to report that. But the reality is, the Arizona Constitution says tuition at public
higher ed is to be “as nearly free as possible” and if
the Attorney General cannot uphold the Constitution, who can?
Brnovich’s hotel lawsuit challenged ASU allowing
Omni Hotels & Resorts to rent property from it in(Continued on page 10)
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Just Say ‘No’ To No-bid State Contracts
By Jon Coupal

During the past two years, Gov. Gavin Newsom’s
administration has paid billions of dollars in secretive
no-bid contracts with little to no transparency. Now
Newsom is deploying his same secretive approach to
a growing number of other public contracts. All Californians, irrespective of party affiliation, should be
deeply concerned.
Especially troubling is the Newsom administration’s
perverse penchant for no-bid contracts, many of
which renew automatically. Since 2020, his administration entered into more than 8,000 no-bid contracts, many of which were valued at more than $25
million. By the end of 2020, the total amount was
nearly $12 billion.
The latest example? Instead of simply suspending the
state’s gas tax, Newsom wants to award a no-bid government contract to a yet-to-be-named third-party
vendor to manage a process of providing rebates to
Californians, a lot of busywork to distract drivers from
the fact that he’s making them pay the state’s highestin-the-nation gas taxes.
After the horrible mess the EDD made by distributing
payment cards in 2020, one has to wonder, what
could go wrong?
During the same period that cash and no-bid contracts were being handed out, behested payments on
behalf of the governor surged. These are “donations”
for charitable or governmental purposes that are specifically requested by elected officials, often from companies with business before the state. In 2020 alone,
$227 million was “donated” at the “behest” of the governor, a huge spike compared to just $12.1 million in
2019. This even got the attention of the Los Angeles
Times, which wrote that “many of the donors have
other business before the governor, received no-bid
government contracts over the last year or were seeking favorable appointments on important state
boards,” which “creates the appearance of a pay-toplay system.”
Sub-par no-bid contracts risk the squandering of taxpayer dollars and renewing no-bid contracts without
reviewing their merits not only wastes taxpayer money
but is also a way of skirting California’s contracting
process.
For example, in 2020, the Newsom administration
awarded a $1.7 billion no-bid contract to the Valencia

Branch Laboratory to process COVID-19 tests for the
state. Less than a year later, we learned of shocking
waste and fraud occurring in the lab. The truth came
out thanks to selfless whistleblowers, one of whom is
now being sued by the company operating the lab.

For months, Senate Republicans called for a full release of the state investigations on the lab. For
months, the state stalled, ultimately complying only
after the contract had already auto-renewed.
Because of this fiasco and the larger problem of nobid contracts, one of the co-authors of this column,
Sen. Scott Wilk, introduced three bills – which the
Howard Jarvis Taxpayers Association supports – to
bring accountability to the process: SB 947, SB 1271,
and SB 1367.

SB 947 would empower employees of state
(Continued on page 14)
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Disappearing Defense Dollars
Frank Vernuccio, Jr.

The Biden defense budget ignores the reality of the
soaring military threat facing America, warns Rep.
Mike Rogers (R-AL), Lead Republican of the House
Armed Services Committee.

The Alabama Republican He emphasized that “Many
of us here, regardless of party, believe we should respond with increased investment in the men and
women of our armed forces, and the modernization of
our conventional and strategic deterrent. Unfortunately, the President doesn’t see things the same way. For
the second year in a row, the President sent us a
budget that fails to keep pace with China or Russia.
And, yet again, it fails to keep pace with inflation. Despite predictions from leading economists that record
high inflation will endure, the White House directed
the Pentagon to assume a rate of only 2.2 percent in
FY23. We’re at 8 percent now. To average 2.2 percent next year, we would require months of unprecedented record low inflation. Everyone knows that’s not
going to happen. That means nearly every dollar of
increase in this budget will be eaten by inflation. Very
little if anything will be left over to modernize and grow
capability.”
Rogers is joined by Rob Whittman, (R-Va.), who notes
that “We are at a critical juncture in our nation’s history; we must decide if the United States will retain its
global primacy, or if we will concede our position to

the malign intent of Communist China.”
John Donelly, writing for Roll Call, notes that
“Stunning and dangerous cuts would result if the
Biden defense budget is approved. Despite predictions from leading economists that record high inflation will endure, the White House directed the Pentagon to assume a rate of only 2.2 percent in FY23.
We’re at 8 percent now. To average 2.2 percent next
year, we would require months of unprecedented record low inflation. Everyone knows that’s not going to
happen. That means nearly every dollar of increase
in this budget will be eaten by inflation. Very little if
anything will be left over to modernize and grow capability.”
he Navy would have company in the race to the bottom. An Army Times analysis found that “Amid a major land war in Europe, the Biden administration’s fiscal 2023 budget request would temporarily shrink the
active duty Army to 473,000 troops if enacted by Congress. That could leave the service at its smallest size
since 1940, when it had just over 269,000 troops. Other historical lows include an authorized 476,000 in
fiscal 2017 and nearly 478,000 in fiscal 1999 at the
nadir of the post-Cold War drawdown.”
The Air Force Association (AFA) outlines the issue
(Continued on page 11)
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Hey Democrats, We’re Not A Democracy
cont.

stead of buying it outright, so no one was paying property taxes. The Arizona State Constitution has a gift
clause that prohibits the government from handing
over money to businesses.

The deal also includes other generous benefits for the
hotel. ASU is spending $19.5 million constructing a
conference center to accompany the hotel, which the
university will only be allowed to use seven days a
year. Another $30 million will be spent to build a parking structure for the hotel and conference center, of
which 275 of the 1,200 spots will go to Omni. Brnovich
said this constitutes “a gift of approximately $8 million
for spots that the hotel gets exclusive use of and gets
to keep revenue from the spaces.”

Health Sanitation Services
(805) 922-2121

Most people don’t go after public universities because
they have deep pockets from taxpayers, which means
facing the most powerful attorneys and public relations firms in the state. And lots of developers love the
work they refer to them. Making matters worse, universities often aren’t subject to open records laws or
legislative oversight because they conduct their activities through “foundations.” That’s how ASU tried to
hide its leases with Omni.
Steve Bannon, a former adviser to President Donald
Trump, referred to Brnovich during an interview as a
“brawler” due to his proactive style combating the left
as AG. Talk show host Mark Levin, who endorsed
Brnovich in Arizona’s U.S. Senate election, said he is
one of the few Republicans on offense.
Some leading conservatives are also willing to help
take on ASU. Turning Point USA’s Charlie Kirk, who
lives in Phoenix, is getting the word out about Brnovich’s lawsuits against ASU. Kirk told Brnovich that
ASU filing a bar complaint against him is the “politics
of personal destruction,” reminding his listeners that
Perkins Coie is a law firm used by Hillary Clinton, Facebook and Goldman Sachs.
Of course, the lefty MSM has shown little interest in
covering Brnovich’s victories, and the scant coverage
doesn’t even make it sound like a win. He’s prohibited
by state bar rules from saying much about it. In contrast, whenever he’s gotten a negative decision from
some random court, the MSM has run articles everywhere acting like it’s some huge definitive defeat. And
his Republican opponents in the Senate primary race
repeat the Democratic talking points about the bar

complaint against him. If Brnovich was a Democrat,
the MSM would be fawning all over him taking on
ASU, since the left loves to rail against big business.
The left controls many aspects of society: the media,
big tech, education, Hollywood, and the judiciary and
state bars. Brnovich is taking on a hornet’s nest aiming for the collusion between the Higher Ed establishment, the media and big left-wing firms. But Brnovich
has always been a forward-thinking conservative; he
says the focus should be on holding universities accountable and making tuition lower, not “canceling”
debt, which he opposes.
Rachel Alexander is a political consultant (and editor
and founder of Intellectual Conservative
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Disappearing Defense Dollars cont.
(Continued from page 9)

for its service. “The President’s fiscal 2023 budget
request falls far short of national defense strategy
requirements and will force the Air Force to surrender
critical capability while foregoing new weapons purchases. This is particularly precarious as China rapidly increases both capability and capacity, the Air
Force Association said after reviewing public budget
documents. The AFA called for bipartisan support for
increased investment in the Air and Space Forces to
ensure the two most indispensable, flexible, and lethal
elements of U.S. military force are strengthened in the
face of growing threats from China and increasing risk
in Europe to our NATO allies in the face of Russian
aggression in Ukraine.”
The U.S. military recently endured dramatically inadequate funding during the Obama Administration. The
Obama cuts and the Biden inadequate funding come
on top of the dramatic cuts the military suffered. Unfortunately, since the USSR’s fall, the threats against
the U.S. expanded as Putin restored his military and
China become a major threat.
All this shouldn’t come as a surprise. Candidate
Biden campaigned on a a promise to cut defense
spending. Sen. Jim Inhofe (R-OK), ranking member of
the Senate Armed Services Committee, describes
Biden’s proposed budget, reflects “the world he wishes for — but not the world as it is.”
Frank V. Vernuccio, Jr., J.D. is the editor-in-chief,
New York Analysis of Policy & Government and, cohost of the popular WVOX weekly radio show, “The
Vernuccio/Novak Report"
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Beware Of Price Controls cont.
(Continued from page 5)

Expanding the Durbin Amendment flies below the radar, but its advocates’ rationales should be disputed
given how similar they are to other government interventions. They claim that, for instance, the credit-card
companies are monopolies because of their market
power. But, as a coalition of technology groups argued in a letter to Congress, “there are currently many
options for retailers to choose for the routing of debitcard payments.”
My goal here isn’t to go deeply into the weeds about
credit-card transaction fees, but to remind us of what
happens when the public becomes accustomed to
having bureaucrats and politicians meddle in private
business decisions to “protect” consumers against big
market players. As I’ve reported for The American
Spectator, lawmakers in Arizona are trying to change
the contract terms between app stores and their customers — based on similar concerns.
We expect this from Democrats, whose philosophy
revolves around expanding government control of the
economy. But when Republicans, such as Florida
Gov. Ron DeSantis, vow to sic the state on Twitter’s
board of directors because he doesn’t like how
they’ve rebuffed Elon Musk’s purchase attempt, then
what’s the principled opposition to, say, renewed calls
for any other government meddling including price
controls? And they are coming.
This is from Andy Kessler in the Wall Street Journal:

“It feels as if price controls are coming. Don’t trust my
Spidey senses? Joe Biden’s own words from March
16: “Oil and gas companies shouldn’t pad their profits
at the expense of hardworking Americans.” And in last
month’s State of the Union address he said, “As Wall
Street firms take over more nursing homes, quality in
those homes has gone down and costs have gone up.
That ends on my watch.”
Republicans need to stand up to these dangerous ideas now — and before we’re waiting in gas lines or
traveling to Tijuana to buy insulin.
Steven Greenhut is Western region director for the R
Street Institute. Write to him at sgreenhut@rstreet.org

Walker Wilson & Hughen,
CPA’s
Tax Preparation and Planning, Trusts
and Estate Planning
1201 E. Ocean Ave. Lompoc, CA.
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Dear COLAB Members,
Did you know that lessening the burden of government is a bonafide and legitimate
function of a charitable endeavor, i.e. a 501c3 tax exempt foundation? Is that not a
cause you can believe in and support? Well, thankfully, COLAB now has its own
foundation!!!
COLAB can now raise funds from other foundations, as well as, individuals who don’t
own their own business! That means that everyone who contributes to the COLAB
Foundation can write off their contributions.
The COLAB Foundation is a public charity formed to procure funding for the Santa
Barbara County Coalition of Labor, Agriculture and Business (COLAB) and other select non-profit entities to advance education and science, combat community deterioration and lessen the burden of government.
Of course, the donations to the COLAB Foundation can only be used to educate the
public about the work that COLAB and others are doing in our community, but we
have been educating people all along!

The COLAB Foundation!
Donations are tax-deductible as a charitable contribution!
Please send your contribution to:
The COLAB Foundation
PO Box 7523
Santa Maria, CA 93456

Or online at:
http://www.colabsbc.org/COLAB-foundation-form.php
Donations to the COLAB Foundation are deductible IRC 170 as the foundation
is an IRS approver 501 C3 charity.
Our EIN is 81-1088586
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Political Spoils Are
Abounding In Santa Barbara
cont.

(Continued from page 8)
(Continued from page 1)

government contracts to blow the whistle on fraud,
waste or abuse by granting them whistleblower protections already afforded to state workers. SB 1271
would require no-bid contracts of $25 million or more
to be subject to oversight of the Joint Legislative
Budget Committee prior to renewal or extension of the
contract. SB 1367 would prohibit a state agency from
awarding a contract to entities that have provided behested payments on the governor’s behalf in the preceding 12 months.
Thankfully, SB 947 unanimously passed out of Senate
Judiciary and has received the full support of the National Whistleblower Center. SB 1271 and SB 1367
are set for a hearing on April 26th in the Senate Governmental Organization Committee.
Transparency is non-partisan, or at least it should be.
No-bid state contracts should never become the
norm, and when they are deemed necessary, there
must be strict accountability to prevent waste, fraud
and abuse. The public’s confidence in the contracting
process must be restored.
Jon Coupal is president of the Howard Jarvis Taxpayers Association.

Meanwhile, not to be outdone with respect to one of
the worst forms of patronage, the city of Santa Barbara wants to appoint activists and former jail birds to a
police commission oversight committee! This, even
though the city police force has a fine record of professional conduct. Over the past five years, the only
complaints they have received have had to do with
bad attitudes rather than misconduct. Force of any
kind has been scarcely ever deployed. That is, only
2.5% of all arrests and only one-tenth of one percent
of stops involved the use of any type of force.
Moreover, in the past 10 years, there have been but
three associated fatalities and one of those was the
result of a shootout between the swat team and a suspect that fired upon them first. Of course, any time
there is a police force involved shooting, the county
district attorney, an independently elected official, investigates all such incidences.
It is hard enough to recruit and retain police officers. Having a police commission comprised of jail
birds and activists, whose primary interest will be to
harangue and harass our officers, will only exacerbate
this trend. This commission is a solution in search of
a problem.
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The Most Eloquent Preacher Of All Cont.
(Continued from page 4)

bidden to look upon death as a servant ministering to
their highest interests.”
Our era is unique in that we scarcely consider death,
let alone eternal death. Previous generations, however unfortunate, were all too acquainted with death in
ways that are today unimaginable in America. Their
faith in an afterlife thereby sustained them. That is, in
this day and age, all that matters is the here and now
to most people. They are too busy and distracted to
think much about the fate of their souls as it pertains
to things eternal. Hence the impetus to go back to a
message written over 100 years ago.
Easter represents the blessed hope that any person
who realizes they need saving from the guilt, penalty,
and power of sin in their life, along with the abject fear
of death, is welcomed to repent and receive forgiveness and eternal life because the blood of Jesus
satisfied God’s penalty for the sins of mankind- the
penalty of which was death. That is, if you could earn
your way to heaven based upon your own good works
and behavior, then Jesus didn’t need to die at Calvary. Hence, Christianity is no glorified selfimprovement course. Alternatively, Christians believe
eternal life is theirs only by virtue of the death of Jesus, and the subsequent empty tomb of their risen
savior, who conquered death. Happy Easter Sunday!

Full Service Culinary and Bar Catering
The Premier Caterer in Santa Barbara and San Luis Obispo Counties
Since 1983
“Locally Owned by Martin & Debi Testa”
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CA Legislature Ignoring Environmental Laws in State
Capitol Renovation and Historic Tree Removal cont.
(Continued from page 3)

Peper said she resigned from the Commission and
the very next day, Presiding officer Dick Cowan also
resigned. Peper said their protest was that the Legislature did not appoint people to fill the vacancies
on the commission, and their resignations and lack
of replacement appointees rendered the commission defunct – which in retrospect, appears to have
been the goal.

mission and legislative representatives attending the
HSCC public meeting:

Both Peper and Cowan are now working to end the
Capitol Annex Renovation Project.
Peper said they found out that in May 2021 that the
Legislature signed a Memorandum of Understanding to go directly to demolition and then to build the
new building, without telling the members of the Historic State Capitol Commission.
“This is affecting trees on all four sides of the Capitol,” Peper said.
She explained that of the 860 trees in Capitol Park,
many are very old and were given to California as
gifts from foreign countries or other states. “The City
of Sacramento has only a 50% success rate with
moving Palm Trees in the city,” Peper said. “The
trees were planted between 1898 and 1903. I have
never seen Palms this size moved successfully.”

•

These trees provide shade, beauty, historic context and perhaps, more importantly, the ecosystem services they provide every single year.

•

210 unique species, 97 of which have only 1 representative and 66 with 2 representatives each.

•

They remove carbon dioxide (CO2) from the atmosphere, the same amount given off by 804
tanks of gasoline from our cars every year.

•

In their wood and roots they store 4.1 million lbs of
carbon—important for climate change.

•

Their cooling and shade saves enough electricity
to power 1856 homes for 24 hours every year
(135 Mega-watt hours/yr).

•

They intercept and keep 1.3 million gallons of water from running off, the equivalent of 34,000 bathtubs full of rain from just running off into gutters
and then polluting our rivers every year.

Peper is concerned that within one decade, Capitol
Park will have lost 27% of its trees.

What’s the big deal with moving 150-180 trees?

Peper said they presented an overall park plan to the
Joint Rules Committee and Committee Chairman
Cooley five years ago. “We were told we needed to
wait until after the Capitol construction was completed,” she said. “Within the plan was overall tree management. We met with Cooley and he told us we
needed to wait.”

According to Peper who conducted a study in 2017,
and presented it to the Historic State Capitol Com-

State government is exempting itself from its own
laws.

Peper said the Joint Rules Committee led by Assemblyman Ken Cooley is ignoring the Environmental Impact Report, and bypassing California’s Environmental Quality Act in the process.
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CA Legislature Ignoring Environmental Laws in State
Capitol Renovation and Historic Tree Removal cont.
(Continued from page 16)

The Capitol Park and Capitol Building are on the National Register of Historic Places, Peper said. “Yet the Joint
Rules Committee never submitted renovation plans to the State Preservation Officer at the State Historical
Commission,” Peper said. “She had already questioned them: ‘Are we going to have 4 or 5 EIRs coming to
us?'”
“Cooley did not answer. We told him, ‘we assume you are going to follow all parts of CEQA, and look at the
renovation, rehabilitation,'” Peper said. “And he did not answer. He already knew.”
“It’s all been so sneaky and so secretive,” Peper said. And she said Cooley and the committee refused their
California Public Records Act request for information.
As a historic building, they are supposed to work with State Historic Preservation Officer Julianne Polanco and
do a consult working on what can be done with the old building. But the Legislature bypassed this step.
There are four lawsuits currently filed seeking to halt the Capitol renovation, some of which will be heard in Superior Court next month. Two of the cases are Environmental Impact Report cases, and one charges that the
Legislature failed to take advantage of the opportunity to reuse the historic building.
SaveOurCapitol.org says, “California lawmakers are bulldozing ahead with a costly plan to demolish the East
Annex, block public access to the West Steps, and destroy Capitol Park. California is under siege – by a pandemic and catastrophic wildfires – and facing another $54 billion budget deficit. Now is not the time to burden
taxpayers with a $1 billion debt for the next 30 years. It’s time to restore, increase public safety, and preserve
the historic East Annex, not demolish and replace it.”
The West Steps of the State Capitol is where most gatherings, rallies and protests take place. Many opposing
the Capitol Annex Renovation say this is intentional.
“If a court finds against the Legislature, they must restore it (Capitol building and grounds) back as it was,” Peper said.

Ironically, Peper said “you can sign up for the newsletter on the Capitol Annex website, but there aren’t any
newsletters.” The Globe signed up long ago to the Capitol Annex newsletter subscription, and has not received
any.
Katy Grimes is Editor of the California Globe, is a long-time Investigative Journalist covering the California
State Capitol, and the co-author of California's War Against Donald Trump: Who Wins? Who Loses?
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